
   
  

Symbios 6 Sigma Green Belt Program – Wave 61

16  participants  from Seroplast,  PET and  KAPCI  concluded  their  11 day  training  of  6  Sigma  Green  Belt  Program.
Participants are a group of junior and middle management level quality control and production engineers. 

Eng. Ahmed Nasser from PET Production department has been searching the market for a solid certification program and
narrowed his  search between the top two in  the market.  ,  He received feedback from his  superiors  recommending
Symbios for its long experience in delivering this program, with the added value of having a project made as an integral
part of the certification process.   Eng. Nasser expectations are met despite of the time pressure, however he appreciated
the support he’s been given by Symbios team of Instructors offline and in his project arrangements.

Eng.  Ahmed  El  Agamy  is  leading  LEAN  20  keys  project  in  his
company KAPCI and see Green Belt  program essential for those
working  in  production and business improvement.  His  experience
with Symbios has been very successful so far and he enjoyed the
delivery made by the competent Instructor Eng. Hossam Sabbour.
One of the program highlights was the move into online program
material which he finds easier in handling rather than carrying a big
folder  everywhere,  easier  in  checking  certain  parts  or  topics,  in
addition  to  the  environmental  added  value  of  reducing  paper
consumption. 

Eng. Amr Mostafa, Seroplast Quality Control engineer has almost 4

years of experience and been recommended this course by some of

his  colleagues.  He found the course very  useful  in  differentiating

between 6 Sigma and LEAN, best usage and application according

to type of industry, commenting that in his company’s case 6 sigma

would be of biggest value. He enjoyed the mini project conducted on

11th day of training among other simulations and exercises tackled

in the program.  

 


